5 Pop Stars who wore leather jackets in their music videos
Leather Jackets and music go hand in hand with each other. Whether it be mens Jackets through
legendary music icons such as Elvis Presley and Jimmy Page or bands like The Ramones and Beatles,
leather jackets have always found their way into the hearts of those who appreciate music. Pop music
has always been the first to adopt trends and jackets are one that has stayed with pop stars through the
years, so much so that many musicians have even worn them in their music videos. Here are 5 pop stars
who wore leather jackets in their music videos:

1) Michael Jackson: Bad
(Youtube Link)
What would a list about pop artists be without the king himself? Michael Jackson is, without a
doubt one of the greatest musicians to ever exist. He revolutionized the world more than once,
whether it be through his famed moonwalk or his white glove covered in silver sequins. Jackson,
who rose to fame from the Jackson Five, donned jackets several times in his careers. However, it
is indeed his black bomber jacket from the smash hit ‘Bad’ that comes to mind whenever you
think about leather jackets and MJ.

2) Cher: If I could turn back time
(Youtube Link)
Highly successful around the globe, "If I Could Turn Back Time" was seen as a major comeback
for Cher in the late 1980s, being certified Gold by the RIAA for the sales of 500,000 copies. That
leather jacket with her big hair and those legs? Cher just made the late 80’s a defining time for
herself with this video!
3) Zayn: Pillowtalk
(Youtube Link)
Zayn Malik released his first solo single, after quitting One Direction, “Pillowtalk” along with its
accompanying steamy video in the start of 2016. As of today the music video has 700 Million
views on YouTube and debuted at number one in the US and the UK. Zayn is wearing a black
Leather Bomber Jacket and a black Slim-Fit Denim Jacket.

4) Lady Gaga: Judas
(Youtube Link)
From her second studio album, Born This Way, Judas is a smash hit by the ever so controversial
yet loved Lady Gaga. It has a Biblical storyline where Norman Reedus (Daryl from the walking
dead) plays Judas Iscariot and Gaga plays Mary Magdalene. The leather jacket’s association with
biker gangs is fully utilized by Gaga. Everyone in this video, including the extras are donning
black motorcycle jackets.

5) Weeknd: Star Boy
(Youtube Link)
With over a billion views on YouTube and 200,000 sales in its first week, Star Boy is Weeknd’s
greatest hit yet. He is dressed in a tough black leather jacket through the entirety of this video
while he weirdly murders himself, thrashes a mansion and drives a super car. Weird, I know, but
hey, he is The Weeknd!

